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Need for Speed Payback is full of features that are refreshingly accessible. For one, there are not as many online activities as you'd expect in a game that's supposedly still in development. Online, I rarely went out of my way to play with my friends, but I
didn't really miss it, either. There are only two different classes of player – drivers and cops. Unless you have the luxury to be a cop, you're always going to be on your own against other drivers. There are other activities, like the drift race, but they are
unlocked via in-game currency (called Speed Points) or by completing specific activities. These activities include escaping the police, and there are races to earn more points. The drift race is especially enjoyable, because the drifts and the graphics are
really quite good. It's not entirely clear why you would want to drift in a straight line, but it still looks fun. Additionally, you can customize your car with Paint Jobs that add really great visual effects, like the flameout effect that immediately turns your
engine blue when something catches fire, or the red streak that appears across the rear wing when you get rear-ended. You can even add decals that come in 100s of different sizes. On the flip side, if you're a driver, you can use the Find Your Phone

feature to track down a friend's phone (or your own phone) if it gets stolen, and use another player's phone to call for help in a pursuit. These are the main car customization options in the game; most cars will be able to be customized with up to three
paint jobs and two decals. You can also share your times with other players using the new share option in this game. Additionally, you can also exchange Twitter messages, likes, and achievements. Lastly, the Payback Pack comes with two new

wheelsets in the '92 and '97 specific styles, and driving apparel. All of these items can be purchased separately and add to the player's livery, along with garage upgrades. In the Payback Edition, you can choose to have the game come with the '79-'92
wheels and all the accessories that are included in the Payback Pack as well as the racing apparel.
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